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ABSTRACT

This poster presents an early stage research regarding a
proposal for a collaborative educational game development
framework, Cegadef. The main purpose of Cegadef is to
motivate the consolidation of an organized and structured
web-based educational game development community,
allowing educational games to be produced in a
standardized and productive manner . The Cegadef proposal
intends to enhance traditional educational game
development processes by specifying roles to those
involved in the course of action and by establishing well-
defined goals to each one of them . It is also focused on
giving educators as much of implementation abstraction as
possible, setting them free to concentrate in the subject of
learning .
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THE PROPOSED FRAMEWORK
The figure on the right hand side presents a general view of
Cegadef. The main idea is that educational games can be
grouped in different game classes (such as a "quiz game
class" or an "adventure game class"), validated by the
Cegadef consortium . For each identified class, the
consortium must specify what kind of input will be provided
by educators to games belonging to that class, such as a
standardized XML or text file . Educators can use tools
and/or scripts for time-saving and productivity
enhancement purposes . Educational game developers, then,
can choose a game class and implement an infinity of
educational scenarios for it, respecting the pre-defined
specifications .
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The difference between an educational scenario
and a complete educational game is that the former needs a
parameterized input from the educator, related to the subject
of learning, in order to be instantiated . Once such input is
provided, educational scenarios can finally be considered
as educational games (or educational scenario instances)
and be played by educational game players. As it can be
observed, individuals involved in the educational game
development process can be classified into one of four
major roles in Cegadef: consortium, developer, educator and
player . Each one has different responsibilities in the
framework and interacts with the framework elements
(including each other) in specific ways_

Earlier feedback revealed that the idea of splitting
the roles of the game designer and the educational content
provider would result in missing opportunities to desigu
more innovative educational games, since the design of the
game can be informed by educational content. The Cegadef
proposal, however, does not block such integration . On the
contrary, it claims that both roles can better interact with
each other if their goals and responsibilities are well defined
and respected . The framework guidelines and possibly a
Cegadef Integration Module, not yet implemented, would
make this issue better understood .


